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AS OUR PROFESSION (or any other for that matter)
evolves and people enter it from related but different

Avoiding the Next Schism:
Ethnography and Usability

disciplines, it naturally differentiates into subspecialties. Simultaneously, roles in organizations evolve and
differentiate. This tends to produce increased richness
and complexity, but can also lead to unfortunate barriers that fragment knowledge. Sometimes in organizations, this type of evolution leads beyond fragmentation
to actual schism.
We are now seeing a potential schism in our field
that threatens to undermine the ability of UCD to introduce a holistic and comprehensive focus on the user
into all phases of technology design. The potential
schism we are focused on in this column arises from
two things: the institutionalization in large companies
of usability as a “testing function,” which defines it as
being downstream in the design process, and the
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arrival on the scene of ethnography as a separate usercentered design discipline.
Ethnography and usability focus on aspects of
information about people that must be integrated for
design to be successful. This is evident when you consider that both utility and usability are interdependent
and necessary for product success. Utility requires
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usability, and usability is meaningless unless it is
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should provide insights into what people really need

usability for something worthwhile. Ethnography

and how it will fit into the dynamics of their lives, and
usability should help ensure that people can successfully obtain the intended benefits of the technology.
Thus, it seems that these two disciplines should be
fully intertwined.
The Writing on the Wall.

However, there are

indications that this integration may be threatened.
This issue came to our attention as we have heard con-
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Table 1: Underlying
differences between
ethnography and
usability

ship, including comments denigrating the other camp.

Ethnography

Usability

General Focus

Focus on people and how
they behave in context

Focus on technology

Key Questions

• What will be useful for
people?
• What should it do for
people?
• What will people adopt?

• What will people be
able to use?
• How should the
interaction work?
• Can people figure
out how to use it to
accomplish goals?

Findings
Describe
Things Like

• Social organization
and dynamics in a
given domain
• Motivations
• Tasks
• Goals

• Whether people can
accomplish defined
tasks using the given
designs
• Identification of
design aspects that
account for this

Data Comes From

Observations of how
people function in existing
environments

Observations of how
people interact with
design in efforts to
accomplish goals

Data Type

Unstructured qualitative

Structured qualitative,
some quantitative
(metrics)

What They
Contribute to
Design Process

• Typology of people and
contexts
• Personas
• High level requirements

• Evaluation of design;
detailed design
guidance to correct
problems

Design Phase

Pre-design, early design

Early to late design

Core Challenges
In Influencing
Design

• Can be hard to translate
high level qualitative data
about people into specific
product design
recommendations that
designers see as
actionable

• Can miss the most
important issues: e.g.,
something may appear
usable but be
unimportant, or
something may look
unusable because
scenario does not
match real life.
• Can be too late to
influence underlying
design assumptions.

Formal Training

Anthropology

Cognitive Psychology,
Computer Science

Skills Needed

Synthetic, inductive
e.g.: Ability to pull themes
and patterns out of very
messy data

Analytic, deductive
e.g.: Ability to design
valid tests of design
hypotheses, ability to
interpret user behavior
as clues to cognitive
processing

Product
Knowledge
Needed

• Understanding of product
strategy
• Knowledge of the product
space overall
• Knowledge of technology
features and their
intended and potential
uses

• Knowledge of
detailed design and
interaction models
• Grasp of basic
technology
constraints on
functional
capabilities,
• Understanding the
history of rationales
behind specific
design approaches

For example, ethnographers can be accused of providing input that is too abstract and general to be useful.
They can be viewed as overly reliant on anecdotal
information and too lacking in rigor. Ethnographers can
see usability people as too tied to evaluating specific
features without questioning whether the feature
should exist in the first place.
Both of these sets of charges can be turned into
negative stereotypes. Ethnographers are supposedly
“fuzzy in their thinking,” and “don’t understand design
or technology.” Conversely, usability people are “so
focused on technology features that they are hardly better than technocentric designers and developers,” and
“are incapable of stepping back and seeing the big picture.” We have also heard ethnographers and usability
people defend the barriers around their respective parts
of the UCD continuum. This includes ethnographers
saying that deeper knowledge of features would bias
their observations in the field and take them away from
their focus on high-level dynamics. Conversely, we
have heard usability people limiting their focus to feature usability and leaving consideration of feature value
and utility to others.
Only a minority of companies is large enough to
have differentiated ethnography and usability roles. But
we don’t think these should just be dismissed as turf
battles particular to any one company or set of personalities. We think the risks are worth noting for UCD
practitioners in general, because the potential for the
split is inherent in the nature of the subdisciplines and
the general dynamics of professional differentiation we
mentioned earlier.
Dynamics of Schism. For one thing, schism can
arise from the tendency of related subdisciplines to
accentuate their differences as they stake out their turf,
claim legitimacy, and emphasize their unique contribu-
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tions. It is natural for them to fight for recognition and

marizing and organizing these. It is an obvious over-

to protect what is unique about them. Each of them has

simplification, and like any such table intended to

to justify its existence (and budget) separately and

emphasize contrasts, it risks veering into caricature.

explain why the other camp does not meet the need.

Hopefully, it will be instructive even though it cannot be

Second, both groups are subject to pervasive

comprehensive or adequately nuanced.

forces in the larger organization that threaten to dilute

First, there are a number of obvious differences in

their concept of quality. These include budgetary and

what the two fields are attempting to do. They have

commercial realities; organizational politics; the fact

contrasting focuses, and these drive different approach-

that their audiences and cross-disciplinary team mem-

es to data collection, different styles of reasoning, and

bers may have only a superficial understanding of what

different types of outputs. Second, these approaches

goes into good ethnographic or usability research; and

call for different skills and orientations on the part of

other factors. Therefore, both groups have to defend the

the practitioners.

integrity of their own methods. Sometimes an unfortu-

Next, there are differences in what these approach-

nate byproduct of this can be as one subdiscipline

es produce as an input to the design process, and how

defends its own skills and expertise, it tries to define

and when the information is introduced. Ethnography

limits around the skills and expertise of related subdis-

provides insights that are most useful in product plan-

ciplines, and seemingly natural allies end up undermin-

ning and high-level conceptual design. Usability pro-

ing each other.

vides input into narrowing and refining design choices,

Third, there are fundamental paradigm differences

and ideally, it should also play a role in generating

between ethnography and usability that are almost

design options. One consequence of this is that the two

bound to produce clashes. These differences are all

groups may have different audiences. Ethnographers

traceable to the part of the UCD continuum that the two

may be talking more to product planners early in the

groups occupy. Let’s look in more detail at the underly-

process and usability people to designers later in the

ing differences between ethnography and usability that

process, when the basic design is a fait accompli. Even

can drive the split. Table 1 presents one way of sum-

though ethnography and usability are partners in UCD,
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Figure 1: The Interdependence of
ethnography and usability
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they may not collaborate as much as they should.

thematic clusters of user needs are telling them to do

These differences in organizational roles can

vis-à-vis design. Meanwhile, usability research does

accentuate and rigidify the differences in perspective.

indeed need to be informed by ethnographic insights so

The fact that the methodological limitations (and com-

that it is evaluating the right scenarios with the right

plementarity) of the two approaches has to be under-

people. Usability people need to be prepared to surface

stood and managed is nothing new. However, this

fundamental conceptual design issues and feature/

becomes harder when separate camps in the organiza-

value issues that can best be addressed by field

tion “own” the different methods. Once a professional

research outside of their labs.

distinction has been reified by the organization, people

We need to avoid a methodological purist stance,

who want to work in a more integrative manner, such

and instead collaborate. For example, we should com-

as usability people who want to do field studies, may be

bine our approaches in naturalistic field research, or

viewed as stepping on someone else’s turf.

even in longitudinal field research. Furthermore, both

Why This Matters. A schism such as this can be

usability and ethnography professionals need to under-

damaging to both usability and ethnography, because

stand the product planning and design process so that

of their complementarity. In fact, the two sides can

they can be active participants in tradeoff decisions

potentially undermine each other. More important, this

with other disciplines that contribute to the ultimate

is not useful to the overall goals of UCD. Even though

product design. Only by avoiding a schism between

there are paradigm differences and possibly even

ethnography and usability can we provide an integrat-

organizational incentives to carve out different turf, we

ed approach to product utility and usability. We have to

must remember our interdependence. The differences

work out the integration within our profession, because

may seem great from our “local” perspective within the

our customers, the technologically oriented people to

UCD professions, but when viewed in the larger con-

whom we provide findings in order to guide their

text, they are mere nuances (see Figure 1). In funda-

design efforts, certainly can’t be expected to do it.

mental contrast to most other drivers of product plan-
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